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Itō Miu

Itō Miu is an NPC controlled by Hyralt.

Itō Miu

Given Name Miu
Family Name Itō

Species & Gender Minkan Female
Organization: Itō Takoyaki
Occupation: Takoyaki Seller

Current Placement: Shingō

Character Description

Miu has straight black hair that she keeps loose and falls down to her mid-back. She has brown eyes and
a soft, attractive face. She is very soft-spoken with a high-pitched voice. She tends to wear plain, dark
clothing unless she is working at her takoyaki stand, in which case she wears a faded, second-hand
kimono that doesn't quite fit her properly.

Miu loves to watch people, though she tries to do so discreetly while she is working. Her personality is
very relaxed. She has dealt with tremendous pressure while serving as a cook in the Star Army of
Yamatai, so in comparison, she feels very calm and unaffected in her civilian life.
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History & Relationships

Born in YE 18, Itō grew up in Malifar and survived the Battle of Yamatai. She and her family relocated to
Ternifac when Malifar was destroyed. She enlisted in the Star Army of Yamatai when she turned 21 and
served as a cook until she reached the end of her 3 year contract, after which she moved to Shingō to
get away from the bustle of the city. There she opened a takoyaki stand at the train station, which she
runs to this day.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Hyralt on 2021/02/09 17:22.

Approval thread:
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/yamatai-shing%C5%8D-village-ice-queen-mountains.67120/

Character Data
Character Name Itō Miu
Character Owner Hyralt
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Shingō
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